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SUMMARY
A review is given of both bulk and surface wave ultrasonic methodsfor the measurement
of the depth of surface-breaking cracks. Research is considered which relates to techniques
for measuring crack depth by studying the scattered pulse amplitude, by using time-of-flight
methods, or by carrying out ultrasonic spectroscopic analysis. Measurementof the transit
time of bulk waves appears most likely to provide simple and reliable depth measurement
in the near future, although further work in the other two areas should lead to the development of valuable techniques. Some suggestions are made of promising directions for
future research.
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ABSTRACT
A review is given ofboth bulk and surface wave ultrasonic met hodsfor the measurement
of the depth ofsurface-breaking cracks. Research is considered which relates to techniques
for measuring crack depth by studying the scattered pulse amplitude, by using time-of-flight
methods, or by carrying out ultrasonic .rpectroscopic analysis. Measurement of the transit
time of bulk waves appears most likely to pro vide simple and reliabk depth measurement
in the near future, o ihough further work in the other two areas should lead to the develop~
men: of valuable techniques. Some suggestions are made of promising directions for
future research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ultrasonic methods are widely used in the detection of both internal and surface defects in
structural materials. Because of increasing design complexity, e.g. the application of fracture
mechanics concepts to aircraft design 1, there is a special motivation to develop quantitative ,
rather than qualitative, techniques for non-destructive evaluation (NDE).
This paper reviews recent ultrasonic research directed towards the measurement of the
depth of surface-breaking cracks, which have already been located by ultrasonic or other NDE
methods. Both bulk (P or S) and surface (R) wave techniques are included. The first general
approach considered is the relationship between crack depth and the strength of the signal
scattered by a crack from an ultrasonic beam. Next , depth measurement based on the transit
times for waves following various paths around the crack is reviewed. Finally, the potential of
ultrasonic spectroscopic analysis to measure small cracks and indicate crack morphology is
discussed. When it helps clarify the state of the art for surface flaws, brief consideration is given
throughout the paper to related work dealing with the ultrasonic examination of internal flaws.
The potential of ultrasonic and acousto-optical imaging techniques is not discussed in this review.

•

2. SCATTERED AMPLITUDE METHODS
2.1 The Pulse—Echo Technique
-

-

•

•

•

The most common use of an ultrasonic probe is in the simple pulse—echo technique which
detects the return signal scattered by a flaw situated beyond the “dead zone” of the transducer 2 .
The strength of the signal gives some indication of the size of the flaw , bu t qu an titat i ve est i mation
of size requires careful interpretation. One approach to this analysis is to compare the signal
with that scattered by a known standard defect. Hitt 3 introduced flat-bottomed holes in test
blocks made from the same material as the specimen under test as reference standards for
scattering by internal defects. While flat-bottomed hole standards are still used, Hislop 4 argu ed
that the so-called AVG (distance—signal voltage—defect size) diagram of KrautkrAmer 5, which
quantifies the flat reflector system without actually needing sets of test blocks, provides a simpler
standard for internal flaw measurements.
For the surface cracks of primary inte rest in this paper, reference standards often consist
of spark eroded slots or saw cuts produced in a position geometrically similar to that for the
crack to be measured. However , many difficulties are associated with the use of artificial reference
defects 6 . Ev e n after tra n sd u cer co u pling variations are avoided , the return signal is influenced
by crack shape, crack surface roughness and mode conversion upon reflection. The signal also
varies with the frequency, mode and bandwidth of the probe . Further, much of the ultrasonic
intensity can be transmitted across an unloaded fatigue crack , causing the return pulse to depend
on the state of stress in the region of the crack7. For an assembled structure, this state of stress
is determined by material type, crack growth history, the amount of stress relaxation , and
induced stresses6. Finally, the ignoring of interference effects which depend on crack size and
orientation , can cause under-estimation of crack depth. These effects prevent the intensity of the
reflected pulse from always increasing monotonically with crack depth , as is assumed in simple
theory~~°.
Corbly et al.7 overcame some of the above difficulties by using a known fatigue crack, in
the same material and geometrical configuration as the unknown crack, as a reference standard
for the pulse—echo technique. They employed S-wave reflection to find the depths of fatigue
cracks as small as 0~5 mm to ±0~2 mm. While this accuracy is excellent , the unknown cracks
were prepared by the same constant amplitude loading cycle as the standard crack. Further work
is needed to establish if and whcn the vary ing loading history of cracks encountered in practice
significantly alters their reflectivity , thereby influencing the reliability of this technique.
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2.2 Depth Measurement from First Principles
In parallel with the development of empirical methods which rely on reference standards,
a more fundamental approach to crack depth measurement is being sought through more
detailed consideration of the scattering processes involved. The complexity of the interaction of
a beam with a surface flaw has been graphicall y illu strated by Babor ov sky et al.”, who used
Schlieren visualization to demonstrate the interaction of an S-wave pulse with a slit. They
describe fourteen possible main P and S scattered pulses produced by various combinations of
mode conversion and diffraction from a single incident pulse. Not all of these scattered pulses
are strong for any one crack orientat ion and incident pulse direction , although a strong return
will occur from almost any of them at suitable incident angles. Fig. I sketches as an example
the field produced by a 2 MHz shear wave pulse incident at 35° on a slit two wavelengths deep
in steel. It is possible for the back scattered pulse to disappear altogether at suitable angles and
depths, which emphasises the caution needed in applying the pulse—echo technique.
The more fundamental and general approach to depth measurement would be possible by
developing exact solutions for the interaction between the beam and the flaw and then determining depth by comparing theory and experiment at suitable scattering angles. A major obstacle
to development along these lines is the difficulty of obtaining exact solutions for the scattering
of elastic waves; even for scatterers in infinite media , solutions exist for only a few simple
geometrical shapes ’3. This difficulty has led to a search for suitable approximate solutions. For
the case of internal spheroidal and cylindrical defects, calculations based on the first Born
approximation ’4”5 have been compared with experiment by Tittmann ’8 who found good agreement for back-scattering from small obstacles. Tittmann ’6 and Adler and Lewis 17 used K eller’s
geometrical theory to approximate the scattering from disc-shaped flaws (which resemble internal
cracks), and found good agreement with experiment for the larger scatterers for which Keller ’s
theory is valid.
For surface cracks, multip le scatt eri ng du e to the prox imi ty of the su rface to the obstacle
is a further serious complication. Bennett ’8 expressed the total fie ld for a set of scatterers due to
multip le scattering in terms of the field reflected by each scatterer in isolation. He calculated as
an example the fiel d in the neighb ou rhood of a cy linder adjacent to a plane free surface, which
required numerical approximation by steepest descent of some integrals. Extending this work
to the case of a crack at a surface would be valuable , thoug h the f or m ula tion i s co m plicated.
A useful, but less rigorous , appr oach was adopted by Baborovsk y et al.’9 ’ who numerically
treated each point on the illuminated crack face as a Huygens ’s source radiating in all dir ection s
(Fig. 2). The calculated field at an exit point includes up to eighteen contributions from waves
un der goin g one to t h ree sc a ttering even ts , having due regard to mode conversion. Empirical
corrections are included for head waves, su rface waves and waves generated at the crack tip.
These authors found broad agreement between computed scattered fields and Schlieren p hoto.
graphs of the type sketched in Fig. I. They made a preliminary study of the pulse—echo techni que
by concentrating on the back-scattered part of the field , and fou nd enc our agi ng agreeme n t
between calculated and measured curves of intensity versus defect depth. The value of further
work along these lines may depend on the validity of’ the approximations inherent in the numerical
calculations for the near field of the scatterer ,
The approach to crack depth measurement from first princi p les , a s di scu ssed here, is
providing the necessary understanding of the interaction between ultrasound and defect, which in
itself is sufficient motivation for its continued pursuit. It may be however that , for the next few
years at least , simpler and more reliable crack depth measurement will be based on other
approaches , particularl y the timing methods discussed below.

•
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2.3 Other Amplitude Methods
A number of other methods using scattered amp lit ude to measure crack depth have been
proposed. Böttcher et al. ’° arranged two angle probes on opposite sides of a slit in mild steel
(Fig. 3); a signal dependent on slit depth reaches the receiver due to scattering by those grain
boundaries beyond the slit edge. Silk and Lidington ’1 pointed out that diffraction by the edge
also contributes to the signal. Crack depth could be measured by comparing the signal received
from an unknown defect with those from known slits , provided the calibration could be reliably
2
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established. However, there are significant differences between measurements by the two groups
of authors, and further work would be needed to improve the calibration. Silk and Lidington
indicate a number of disadvantages of this method; these include commonly occurring random
errors caused by scattering from inclusions in the steel and by probe coupling variations. Also,
the technique is limited to cracks at least 3—4 mm deep, due to the physical size of transducers
and probe beam width and to the need to eliminate interfering surface waves. They found that
a more accurate and reliable depth measurement can be made with this probe configuration by
using a timing technique, as discussed below.
During a study by photoelastic visualization of the interaction of surface waves with slits,
Reinhard t and DaIly 22 noted that the variation of transmission and reflection coefficients with
crack depth might provide a basis for the measurement of small cracks less than half a wavelength
deep. The transmission of surface waves past a crack in a fatigue test specimen has in fact been
used~ to monitor crack growth from an initial precrack 1 ~2 mm deep. The reflection coefficient
for surface waves, which varies more markedly than the transmission coefficient for cracks much
smaller than the wavelength, nay prove useful for the measurement of very small cracks; this
possibility does not yet seem to have been thoroughly investigated .
Finally, we consider a rather different technique proposed recently by Silk ~ . When a surface
wave is directed towards a crack, part of the energy travels down the crack face and is radiated
over a wide range of angles as S-waves from the tip (Fig. 4). An S-wave detector of known
angle p should give maximum response at two positions , one on each side of the crack tip.
Once these two positions are located (for one surface of the specimen), the crack depth can be
readily found geometrically. This technique has the advantage of requiring neither a reference
standard nor a detailed study of the scattering process. Silk measured fatigue crack depth greater
than 8 mm to an accuracy of 13% with this method , though it is unsuitable for application to
small cracks.
3. TIMING METHODS
3.1 Bulk Wave Timing Methods

o

$
•

Di Giacomo et al.’-~ directed an S-wave toward s a crack at an angle by reflection from the
back face of a plate (Fig. 5), then shifted the probe away from the crack face until the position
shown in Fig. 5a was reached , at which the back-scattered pulse was about to disappear. They
measured the time lag between generation and reception of the reflected pulse as well as that
when the transducer was moved back through the maximum amplitude to the point where the
signal was again about to disappear (Fig. 5b). The crack depth was found from these two
measurements by eliminating the effective beam divergence from the calculation. The technique
gave the depth of tight fatigue cracks in plate specimens within a standard error of 2—3 mm for
cracks up to about 30 mm deep.
Di Giacomo et a!. described an alternative method having similar accuracy which is suitable
for deep cracks ( 10 mm), in which they replaced one of the measurements by moving the
probe close to the~crack, and measured the transit time corresponding to disappearance of the
direct reflection from the crack tip. A focused beam probe could improve both variations of the
technique by giving greater sensitivity for tight cracks and by resolving more abrupt changes in
crack edge profile. Although these authors did not discuss the possibility, their methods could
be readily modified to provide depth measurement for cracks opening onto inaccessible surfaces.
While use was made of signal amplitude to eliminate the finite beam width, the self-normalization
implicit in the technique led Di Giacomo et al. to find values for depth almost independent of the
absolute magnitude of the scattered pulse. Thus this technique provides a bridge between those
methods described above which depend on signal amplitude , and those which are solely variations
on the time-of-flight approach.
Silk and Lidington ” used the configuration of Fig. 3 to determine the depth of artificial
slits by measuring the time delay between the transmission of a short longitudinal pulse, and its
reception after scattering by the crack edge. With a knowledge of probe separation and wave
speed in the specimen , elementary geometry relates crack depth to this time. A shallow angle of
20° for beam entry was required to achieve a scattered pulse height significantl y above noise level;
this geometry causes a loss in the accuracy of depth measurement proportional to sin 20°
.3
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However, given this sufficiently strong diffracted P-wave, the required pulse was easily identified ,
since it preceded any other pulses arriving at the receiver , such as mode converted S-waves or
possibly surface waves. Slots 10—40 mm deep were measured to an accuracy of ±0 5 mm.
~
Silk and Lidington ~ lated used this technique , making meaningful time measurements as short
as 20 ns, to measure the depth of artificial slits 1—30 mm deep to within ±0 25 mm. For slits
~
of vary ing depth , they measured the profile of the edge. A very shallow beam entry angle of 10°
was necessary for the smaller slits, in order to maximize the diffracted pulse by causing the
centre of the beam to imp inge more nearly on the edge of the crack.
Recently actual fatigue crack depths in steel have been measured27 to ±0 2 mm using
2~5 MHz longitudinal probes, though in all cases reported the cracks were at least 6 mm deep.
Since the measured depth is a weighted average over the beam spread along the crack edge,
less accuracy is obtainable near sharp changes in depth along the crack profile. The princi pal
limitation on accuracy is the change in pulse shape, which complicates identification of corresponding points in the transmitted and received waveforms. Tests carried out under compressive
l oad dem onstrated the contin ued accurac y of thi s techni qu e eve n for ti gh t cr ack s, whose abili ty
to transmit ultrasound is a serious problem for both amplitude techniques and for the surface
wave methods discussed below. This P-wave technique has been developed at Harwell to the
point where visual estimation of transit time has been replaced by an electronic measurement
system. By extending this electronic system to convert time measurement to crack depth , an
automatic accurate crack depth meter could become available in the near future. In addition ,
different probe arrangements suitable for a wide variety of specimen geometries are being
investigated.~
One particularly simp le m et h od is to m o un t a single probe on the face opposite the crack ,
and to u se t im e m eas ur e m en t to deter mine distance f rom the c r ack t i p to the oppos i te face of
the specimen. This approach was used by both Hunt29 and Wi n ter s30 to measure the depth of
fatigue cracks opening on the inside of large gun barrels. The observed weak signals were
attributed to reflections by facets near the crack tip; some cracks tending to be normal to the
surface were missed by this method. 29 The technique was reliable only for cracks deeper than
2—4 mm. Both authors reported a systematic depth indication 0—1 mm below the true values.
Silk and Lidington ~ al so foun d co n sider able var i ations in the su ccess of thi s techni que w hen
applied to fatigue cracks. They di scussed in an over si m plified way the relative contributions to
the signal fro m diffraction , refraction and scattering by micro-defects near the crack ti p. A more
detailed theoretical study of these mechanisms including the effect of mode conversion is needed
to establish when this single probe timing method is reliable. This study would be doubl y val uable
if carried out in conjunction with photoelastic or Schlieren visualization experiments.
The use of the slower S-waves rather than P-waves increases the accuracy in converting
from time delay to crack depth by a factor of about two. This advantage is not easily realized
in practice with conventional S-wave probes, du e to diffic ul ty in identifying the relevant S-wave
echoes among interfering signals ’7 ’28 . However, using a specially constructed short pulse S-wave
probe arranged as in Fig. 6, Lloyd3’ measured the depth of artificial slits 0~754 ~5 mm deep
to ± 0~25 mm. His method is based on the theory of Freedman 32 , which shows that the return
signal consists predominantly of pu lses scatte red from di sco n ti nui t i es , in t h is case th e base an d
the tip of the slit. Further work directed toward s exploiting the lower speed of S-waves for other
probe configurations could prove profitable , particularl y if more attention is paid to probe
design to reduce spurious signals.
3.2 Surface Wave Timing Methods
Several authors have recentl y investigated the use of surface waves for crack dept h measurement. Because they follow the crack profile , surface waves measure the length L along the crack
face to its tip, rather than the more useful crack depth of the tip below the specimen surface
(Fig. 7a) ; however, as we sha ll see late r, more complicated experiments can eliminate this
restriction. Also, the greater ability of these waves to penetrate small gaps often requires tight
cracks, or cracks with solid or liquid filled gaps, to be opened by suitable loading of the specimen
if depth measurement is to be achieved.
When a surface wave reaches a discontinuity such as a crack opening or tip, part of the
energy will be radiated as P or S waves into the body of the specimen and part will be reflected
4
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back as a surface wave, leaving the remainder to bend around the corner and continue as a surface
wave. Cook~ found the crack length L by measuring the time taken for the surface wave to pass
around the crack between two transducers (Fig. 7b). This method was later found to be accurate
for most fatigue cracks having L above 2 mm , provided the transmitted si gnal could be
unequivocally identified ~ . Unfortunately, attenuation of the surface wave caused by the crack
morphology and the roughness of the surface finish prevented this method being accurate in
so m e case s, and perhaps more importantly, it was not possible to know beforehand which
cracks would be unsuitable. HalP~ further clarified this technique by using photoelastic visualization of the interaction between a surface wave and notches in glass specimens. He demonstrated that three main pulses are expected at the receiver—the R-wave transmitted around the
crack , a mode converted S-wave propagating from the tip over a range of directions including
that towards the receiver, as well as a diffracted S-wave caused by an unwanted bulk wave
produced at the transmitter (Fig. 7c). This insight facilitated the measurement of 9 mm deep
fatigue cracks in steel using specially designed 4 ~2 MHz Rayleigh wave probes. Notches down
to about 1 mm were indicated by broadening of the received pulse, though quantitative depth
measurement by simple timing only becomes possible when the three main signals are resolved .
Hudgell et al. &l introduced an alternative method suitable for parallel-sided specimens
(Fig. 8), which uses only a single probe. This method is less accurate than that ori ginated by
Cooku , but more reliable because it more consistentl y provides an identifiable signal. Total
transit time is measured for that part of the surface wave which is converted to an S-wave at
the ti p, reflected from the opposite face of the flat specimen, the n re-converted to a surface wave
due to glancing incidence at the tip, and finally travels back to the probe. Because of the relatively
small difference between R and S wave velocities, this method required measurement to ± 10 ns
by time interval averaging to estimate fati gue crack edge profiles onl y to with in about 1 mm.
An inherently more accurate single probe technique measures the time lapse between R-wave
reflections from the crack opening and from the crack tip. Lidington and Silk36 use d this approach
to measure the depth of an artificial slit up to 30 mm deep to an accuracy of +0 ~2 mm. They
were not able to deal with slits below about 4 mm , since for smaller depths the ti p reflection was
not resolved from the moderately short pulse from the slit opening. For a fatigue crack profile
in steel, their accuracy in measuring L dropped to ±0~8 mm , possibly due to a large inclusion
concentration giving greater background intensity in the signal. Some spuriously hi gh and low
readings were found for this real crack , pr obabl y ca u sed by changes in the crack angle and by
regions of cracking parallel to the plate surface.
Silk24 pr oposed sev eral me t h ods aimed at fin ding depth r at h er th an len gth for a rea l crac k .
Th e most interesting of these fir st m eas u res the ti mes of f lig ht between two transducers f or the
surface wave propagating around the crack , and for the mode converted S-wave originating at
the tip (Fig. 9). Next, the roles of transmitting and receiving probes are reversed, a n d the
measurements repeated. With these four readings , the time delay involving surface waves can be
eliminated altogether, leaving the algebraic equivalent of the bulk S-wave timing method of
Lloyd31. Silk used this method to find the depth rather than L for convenientl y deep (22—30 mm)
fatigue cracks to ±0~5 mm.
The surface wave techniques described here have generally not been able to measure such
small fatigue cracks as have the more successful of the bulk wave methods considered above,
nor have they usually been so accurate , rel i able, or versatile. Nevertheless , the approach is at a
comparatively early stage of development , and as Silk’4 poi nted ou t , may not yet have reached
its full potential , particularly if viewed in the light of the more sophisticated treatment of the
received pulses discussed in the following section.
4. ULTRASONIC SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
The transit time techniques considered so far rely on one or more pulses being identified at
the receiver without any need for processing the total si gnal. One approach to extending these
methods to smaller cracks and to mapping the morphology of the crack face is to pursue further
analysis of the signal , either in the time domain or in the frequency domain , that is, t o adapt
the development of ultrasonic spectroscopy37”8 to si gnals fro m surface flaws. Work in this field
has to date been mainly directed towards the study of internal defects. We shall briefly discuss
this work , as it will hel p guide the development of the spectroscopic study of surface defects.
5
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Because of the difficulty in developing the theoretical analysis, Gericke 3’ and Wustenberg
and Mundry U suggested empirically forming an atlas of signatures for reflections from different
types of internal flaws , to which one could refer to interpret the spectral traces obtained from
unknown defects. However, ultrasonic spectroscopy has developed along rather more manageable
lines through experimental and theoretical studies of the spectral traces fro m simply shaped
objects. This work includes a method for the determination of the size of arbitrarily oriented
flaws of two-dimensional (crack-like) geometry 40 ,”, and studies of cylindrical inclusions
””
and of spheroidal cavities’7 in elastic solids.
The same general approach described above for internal defects was adopted for surface
flaws by Morgan 46 . He applied spectroscopic anal ysi s techniques to the study of surface wave
reflections from a slot milled in aluminium. The reflections from this slot using a broad-band
(0~5—l0 MHz) interdigital transducer were as in Fig. lOa. Each corner in the slot whose shape is
shown in Fig. lOb acts as a scattering centre . He introduced two methods—the time reconstitution
method and the cepstral method—which allow later signals to be resolved from each other ,
provided the signal from the first scatterer can be separated. The time reconstitution method
requires that both amplitude and phase of the reflected signal be retained for analysis. For this
method , Morgan wrote :he impulse response function for the surface crack in terms of reflection
and transmission coefficients for a set of scatterers, which in this case were the corners in the slot.
He assumed no change in pulse shape upon reflection , thereby neglecting dispersion. Fig. lOc
shows the experimentally reconstituted time signal for the artificial slot and illustrates the
correlations with the five scattering centres. The cepstral method , whi ch does not require th e
phase of the reflected signal, gave results . lmost identical to Fig. lOc for the artificial slot. For
this alternative method analogu e spectrum ~ ‘alysers are applicable, in stead of the digital processing required to obtain phase information for the time reconstitution approach.
In defining his original impulse response function , Morgan did not consider the effect of
internal cycles between scatterers in the series. To improve the correlation between sign al and
slit morphology, these contributions to the signal should be evaluated and compared with the
errors inherent in the computational procedures. The future development of his methods also
depends on their extension to the morphologies of real surface cracks.
The energy carried by a surface wave is spread over a finite depth below the surface, governed
by the wavelength. Therefore the time taken to pass around a crack whose depth is of the order
of the wavelength is frequency dependent. Silk’4 suggested developing a technique for crack depth
measurement based on this dependence which , while being less accurate than conventional
transit time measurements, would be largely independent of the angle of the crack. We believe
that a study of this frequency dependence may prove most valuable in the anal ysi s of broaden ed
pulses received in the interrogation of shallow cracks, such as have been reported by Halls’.
In any case, a m ore r igorous treatment of the frequency dependence than has been given to date
is required.
5. DISCUSSION

•

From the techniques considered in this review, bulk wave transit time measurements appear
to hold the main hope for the near future to provide simple and reliable quantitative crack depth
measurement. Surface wave timing methods are also promising, though they are perhaps at a
slightly earlier stage of development. Further fundamental scattering studies such as those
described will be valuable in providing the necessary general understanding of the basic processes
involved, particularly if applied to the scattering in the region ol’the crack tip.
Not only greater accuracy and reliability of depth measurement are desirable, but al so the
ability to measure smaller cracks; for example, crack s 0~5 mm deep are often critical in high
strength steels in aircra ft components. Research in ultrasonic spectroscopic analysis , possi bly
along the lines suggested, should contribute to the study of small cracks. For some specimen
geometries, another approach which may be developed to provide quantitative measurement is
the use of guided ultrasonic waves. These waves have been used to detect cracks down to 0’05 mm
in thin tubes’6 .
The ultrasonic probes used are another area for development. Greater accuracy and
sensitivity in measuring the depth of the profile of small cracks may be possible by the use of
6
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focused probes’7, and particularly by the use of single pulse generation ’~~30. Again , improved
probe design may allov ~ exploitation of the inherenL lvantage of shear waves over pressure
~
waves for timing techniques. Finally, we should mention that only single cracks have been studied
to date; multi-branched cracks, and close clusters of cracks, are subjects for future study.
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The original reflected signal.

(b) The geometry of the slot.
(c) The experimentally reconstituted time signal.
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